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ROLLER COMPACTOR PRE-OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST
NOTE: 'DO NOT' operate unsafe equipment! 'Tag-Out' and inform your supervisor if this piece of equipment is unsafe to operate. 

Select between ‘OK, ‘Not OK’ or ’N/A’ for list questions. If ‘Not OK’ is selected for a list item, describe the issue or action taken in the
comment field and, if applicable, add a photo.

 
Date: 28-Nov-2022

Name: DIGI CLIP mobile forms

Work Site/Depot: NYC

Equipment ID: Fn519

Kilometers/Hours:

Visual Checks (prior to starting)

Data/Load Chart Plate - attached & readable: OK

Warning Decals - attached & readable: OK

Hydraulics - no damage or leaks: OK

Fluids - no leaks under the unit: OK

Engine Oil - level: OK

Hydraulic Oil - level: OK

Coolant System - no damage & coolant level : OK

Battery - security, terminal security & electrolyte level: OK

FOFs/ROPs - security & Condition: OK

Seat & Seat Belt - condition & function: OK

Functional Checks (engine running)

Engine Start-Up - starts & runs smoothly : OK

Engine & Hydraulics - no unusual noise: OK

Horn - audible: OK

Beacon - operation: OK

Warning Lights - none illuminated: OK

Lights (driving/spot/work) - operation: OK

Park Brake - holds unit: OK

Hydraulic Lock-Out - locks controls & hydraulics: OK

Hand Controls - operation: OK

Foot Pedals - operation & no fowling: OK

Reverse Beeper - operational: OK

Driving Checks (driving in figure 8)

Steering - operation & no unusual noise: OK

Controls Neutralised - no creep: OK

Model Specific Checks

Wheel & Drum - security, clearance, no damage & scrapers: OK

Blade - raise & lower, security & no damage: OK

Vibration - function & drum rubbers: OK



Sheep's Foot - roller pegs in-place & condition: OK

Water Tanks - condition and correct level: OK

Conclusion

Are there any safety or operational concerns with this piece of equipment not identified in this checklist? If 'Yes', detail in the comment field
below:
No

Inspection Outcome (pass fail/criteria): Pass

Sign Off
By signing below, I am declaring that this inspection checklist has been completed accurately.

Signature:

Disclaimer:

This form/checklist is for guidance purposes only and may not cover specific requirements. Further, this checklist/form is for general information only and should
not be relied upon as a substitute for professional or legal advice.
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